Disclaimer and Privacy Policy
The disclaimer and privacy policy applies to website, products and social media channel rdntej and tejrd. The sole
purpose of this website (www.tejrd.com including social media handle Facebook tejrd and Instagram rdntej) is for
guidance only and should not be considered as medical advice nor should be used for any treatment, cure, diagnosis
or personal dietary recommendations. The information does not replace medical guidance from your physician or
professional health care provider. Seek medical care under qualified healthcare provider before making dietary or
physical exercise changes, or making any adjustment to current or ongoing treatment.
Any product claim regarding a product or service should be verified with the company, manufacturer or provider or
concerned party. Tejal Pathak Dietitian will not be held responsible for the contents and/or products that are to be
used as suggested should be reviewed by your healthcare team. Book individual consultation at TejRD for
appropriate care and coordination.
Reviewing this site does not make you TejRD “client”. Tejal Pathak Dietitian claims no responsibility to any
person/entity for any liability, loss or damage caused, or alleged to be caused, directly or indirectly, from the use, or
interpretation of the information presented here.
There are no circumstances, including, but not limited to negligence, shall anyone associated with Tejal Pathak
Dietitian and/or TejRD be responsible for any type of damage from the use, or the inability to use, any or all of the
services and/or information and advice provided.
Personal identification information may be collected from site visitors voluntarily in different forms such as email,
intake forms, credit card information, technical information including but not limited to web cookies. Personal
identification information is not sold, rented or traded to other users. General demographic information not related
to any personal identification information of visitors may be shared with our other affiliates, business partners,
marketing partners, third party services assisting our business. TejRD can update, make changes and alter the
disclaimer and privacy policy any time. Notification will be posted on website and updated date on the policy.
By continued use of the website you agree to the policy and disclaimer. Please write to rdntej@gmail.com for your
concerns or questions.
Certain products not just limited to supplements, classes, etc available for purchase are generating revenue for the
business which helps to support the other free resources. Thank you for your support!

